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ABSTRACT

Zhan, Y.; Aarninkhof, S.G.J.; Wang, Z., and Zhou, Y., 2022. Monitoring yearly change patterns of the surface tidal trail
(STT) in tidal flats: A novel morphological indicator extracted from a near-infrared terrestrial laser scanner. Journal of
Coastal Research, 38(5), 1011–1020. Coconut Creek (Florida), ISSN 0749-0208.

Tidal flats play an important role in the geomorphological and biological dynamics of coasts. Research on the
morphological evolution of tidal flats constitutes one of the key research issues pertaining to the sustainability of coastal
ecosystems and related coastal defense issues. In this work, a novel indicator, the surface tidal trail (STT), was extracted
from a near infrared terrestrial laser scanner and studied. The results show that the area intensity and size of STTs
decline yearly. Meanwhile, the position shift of the peak value on the STT curves presents a similar pattern of
hydrodynamic force in response to the seawall, which has been studied in previous works. Although no direct correlation
between the STT intensity and the deposition rate was found, the corresponding hydrodynamic force data were not
available in this work. The change process of STTs still provides a possible speculation that hydrodynamic force and the
softness of tidal surfaces are two main factors that form and influence STTs. For future research, establishing the direct
quantitative relationships among hydrodynamic force, topography, and STTs on different temporal and spatial scales
would help to better understand this novel indicator.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Seawall, micro topography, surface moisture, fine-scale.

INTRODUCTION
Tidal flats are located between marine and terrestrial

systems and play an important role in the geomorphological

and biological dynamics of coasts. In stark contrast to sandy

and rocky intertidal zones, tidal flats are much more fragile to

disturbances from both natural forces and those caused by

human activities. Research on the morphological evolution of

tidal flats constitutes one of the key research issues pertaining

to the sustainability of coastal ecosystems and related coastal

defense issues (Bouma, 2014; Kirwan and Megonigal, 2013;

Thiebes et al., 2013). The morphological equilibrium of a tidal

flat responds to many drivers, such as hydrodynamic forces,

external sediment supply changes, salt marsh vegetation, and

anthropogenic activities (Corenblit, 2011; Friedrichs, 2011;

Green and Coco, 2014; Murray et al., 2008). Land reclamation

and coastal engineering are important forces that can

significantly change tidal flats (Luan et al., 2018; Wu et al.,

2011). For example, a seawall directly affects the hydrodynam-

ic balance (Wu and Wang, 2005) and within several years can

easily change the natural morphologies of tidal flats, which

take decades to hundreds of years or even longer to form.

Many previous studies have examined the two-dimensional

profiles of tidal flats. Their variation has been found to shape

dynamic equilibria, such as the formation of concave-up and

convex-up shapes (Hu et al., 2015), under both natural

conditions and the influences of anthropogenic activities

(French, 1999; Lesourd et al., 2001; Li et al., 2016). However,

these works have scarcely studied the morphological evolution

in plain view due to the limitations of traditional monitoring

methods. As a relatively new technology, the terrestrial laser

scanning (TLS) technique is able to acquire high-accuracy

surface data over a large area and has been used to monitor

geomorphological changes in tidal flats over the past several

years (Guarnieri et al., 2009; Thiebes et al., 2013; Xie et al.,

2017).

Unlike TLS in other bands, near-infrared TLS is extremely

sensitive to water. Previous studies have researched the

surface moisture in both sandy coastal zones (Jin et al., 2021;

Nield, Wiggs, and Squirrell, 2011; Smit et al., 2018) and muddy

tidal flats (Tan et al., 2020). When scanning areas with high

moisture on the surface of tidal flats, a near-infrared laser

signal would be absorbed or subject to complete specular

reflection (Blenkinsopp et al., 2010; Heritage and Hethering-

ton, 2007) to generate nonvalue areas in the acquired point

cloud data. These high-moisture areas are formed by the work

of tidal currents on the surface of tidal flats. By shaping the

local low-lying area and the local uplift area, the moisture of the

local low-lying area is relatively higher than that of the local

uplift area due to the differences in evaporation rates.

Therefore, a surface tidal trail (STT), as a novel morphological

indicator, is shaped by tidal currents, runoffs, wind waves, and

long-shore currents. Slight undulations are caused by these

external forces acting on the tidal-flat surface. After the tidal

current is immersed, the difference in surface moisture content

makes the water content of the local recessed area higher than
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that of the surrounding area, thus forming the tidal surface

traces. No previous work has yet studied these STTs in tidal

flats.

This work aims to study STTs as a novel indicator in tidal

flats and to research their yearly change patterns. First, the

method of extracting STTs is provided, with definitions of area

intensity and cross intensity curve. Then, the change process of

both area intensity and the cross intensity curves are

presented. Meanwhile, a statistical analysis is carried out to

study the change process of STT size. Finally, the potential of

STTs and the possible relationship between STTs and other

indicators (deposition rate and hydrodynamic force) are

discussed.

METHODS
In this section, the study area characteristics are described

first, followed by descriptions of data acquisition and process-

ing. Then, the method of extracting STTs from TLS data is

presented. After that, several features from quantified STTs

are calculated for further research. Finally, the statistical and

correlation analysis methods are designed and constructed.

Study Area
Dongtan, which is located at the eastern end of Chongming

Island, is the largest muddy tidal flat in the Yangtze Estuary

(Figure 1a). The tides in the Yangtze River delta are irregularly

semidiurnal, with the ranges of two successive tides being

unequal. In eastern Chongming, the tidal range is 2.5 m on

average and ~3.5 m during spring tides; the highest astro-

nomical tide is 5.2 m above the lowest astronomical tide, or 1 m

higher than the mean spring high tide (recorded at the

Sheshan Gauging Station; Chen and Yang, 1988). Nearly half

of the immense amount of sediment transported by the Yangtze

River is deposited within its estuary (Fan et al., 2004; Jiyu et

al., 1985). As the largest zone of deposition and the largest

wetland within the Yangtze River delta, Dongtan is formed by

the deposition of sediment transported downstream under the

influences of runoff and tide. The sediment at the study site is

dominated by mud (particle size ,63 lm) and very fine sand

(particle sizes between 63 lm and 125 lm) (Yang and Xu, 1995).

Generally, the slope of Dongtan is relatively flat, with an

average slope above the�5 m isobath of 0.24% (Yang, Yao, and

He, 1999).

To implement the ‘‘Spartina Control and Bird Habitat

Optimization Project,’’ a 26.9-km-long seawall (yellow solid

line in Figure 1b,c) was constructed by the CMDT (Chongming

Dongtan) National Nature Reserve to encompass an area of

salt marsh that was predominantly covered by Spartina

alterniflora. Figure 1e shows one sample section of this cement

seawall in three-dimensional point cloud data, which consists

of the road, the seawall crown, the seaside slope, and rocks for

the protection on the bare tidal flats. The seaside slope and the

seawall crown were completed before September 2014, and the

entire seawall project was completed in 2015. Meanwhile, the

area south of the seawall (Figure 1b) is reclamated by mud-

filled bags of synthetic fiber (Figure 1d).

Figure 1. The location of the study area and general seawall information. (a) The location of Dongtan. (b) The area of the study site. (c) One unmanned aerial

vehicle (UVA) image of the study area captured 50 m from the ground in 2018 with its position and field of view marked in (b). (d) An image of mud-filled bags

captured at the SE corner of the seawall with its position and field of view marked in (b). (e) Detailed information of the seawall with its position marked in (c).
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The study area (Figure 1b) is the bare tidal flat in front of the

seawall (31828028 00 N ~ 31835011 00 N, 121854031 00 ~ 122800022 00).

Its length along the seawall is nearly 8 km and 240 m in the

cross-shore direction (effective range of TLS for STTs). The TLS

data covered the tidal flats well before and after completion of

the seawall. Thus, a suitable research environment was

provided to study the yearly change pattern of the STTs.

Data Acquisition and Processing
Five field surveys were carried out from 2013 to 2018 to

gather LIDAR data of Dongtan from the ground scanning

positions. Figure 2a presents all the scanning positions (the

gray points) in 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018, which

covered the whole area in front of the 1998 seawall (white

solid line in Figure 1b). The LIDAR data (color points located

on the seawall) used in this work are a subset from these five

field surveys, including 14 stations in 2013, 17 stations in

2014, 17 stations in 2016, 16 stations in 2017, and 13 stations

in 2018.

TLS data of these five subsets (S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 in Table

1) were acquired using a RIEGL VZ-4000 terrestrial laser

scanner with an accuracy of 15 mm. The RIEGL VZ-4000

provides high-speed, noncontact data acquisition using a

narrow infrared laser beam (wavelength of 1550 nm) (Fey et

al., 2019) and a fast scanning mechanism. A measurement

range of up to 4000 m and an efficient measurement rate up to

122,000 measurements/s, with a wide field of view of 608

vertical and 3608 horizontal, are also provided. The scanning

frequency was 30 Hz in this work, which enables TLS to detect

the maximum range of tidal flats. The real-time kinetic (RTK)

data in this work include the coordinates of the top of all

reflectors (Figure 2d) and the ground true points. Both base

stations and receivers (Figure 2c) were used to acquire these

data. The position was determined using a real-time kinematic

global position system (RTK-GP, Ashtech Corp., U.S.A.) based

on the local Wusong bathymetric benchmark.

The preprocessing of TLS data included preliminary geore-

ferencing and noise point filtering, which were carried out with

RiSCAN PRO software (Riegl RiSCAN PRO 2.2.1), developed

by RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH. The raw TLS

data (in the coordinates of the scanner), the point pairs, and the

Figure 2. The scanning positions and the instruments applied in all 5 y. (a) The scanning positions. (b) The Riegl-VZ4000 in a scanning position on the seawall

with a laptop generating the LIDAR data. (c) A snapshot of the real-time kinetic (RTK) base station with GNSS. (d) One reflector on the seawall, which is a flat

reflector with a diameter of 5 cm. (e) A snapshot from the perspective of (b).

Table 1. The attributes of all LIDAR data.

Survey Period Duration

Number

of Scans Resolution (/m2) Scan Radius (m)

Survey

Area (ha)

S1 08–22 Sep 2013 4 d 14 0.3 to 180.8 1440 to 2877 1416

S2 25–29 Sep 2014 5 d 17 0.3 to 6400.2 2844 to 2880 1391

S3 27–31 Jul 2016 7 d 17 0.3 to 2041 965 to 2875 1311

11 Oct 2016

S4 16–19 Aug 2017 9 d 16 0.3 to 1822.3 4666 to 5161 1232

26–30 Oct 2017

S5 15–20 Nov 2018 6 d 13 0.3 to 3642.7 4650 to 5067 1161
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original transform matrixes were exported from the RiSCAN

PRO software into ASCII files.

To verify the reliability of the point cloud data, a cross-section

test for the overlapping area of each of the two adjacent

scanning positions was carried out with two mutually

perpendicular sampling lines in both the alongshore and

cross-shore directions. Considering that the interval scanning

time between two adjacent stations is within several hours to

several days, a minimal change in tidal flats can be assumed.

Thus, the curves of sample lines from any two adjacent stations

should theoretically coincide with each other. Meanwhile, the

root-mean-square error (RMSE) was applied to calculate the

vertical error between ground RTK points and the correspond-

ing points from the georeferenced LIDAR data.

Saltmarsh vegetation was very sparse in this study area. It

was mainly distributed on the north and south sides of the study

area and was filtered in the preliminary georeferenced data.

Previous works provided a vegetation filtering method (Guar-

nieri et al., 2009) by using a moving window with a given search

size to obtain the lowest points and consuming these points as

the ground points. The vegetation in this work was low and

dense, with an average height of 10 to 20 cm, and the laser may

not have been able to penetrate the vegetation (Fan et al., 2014).

In this work, vegetation areas were first extracted by this

method and then removed entirely (Figure 3). First, the TLS

data resulting from each scan were clipped into several

subbanded areas, with the long side oriented in the cross-shore

direction. Then, the vertical thickness of each point in each

subbanded area was calculated by searching its neighboring

points within a given radius. Finally, these points were

preliminarily classified into vegetation points and nonvegeta-

tion points based on the given threshold value of vertical

thickness (5 cm in this work). After removing all the points in

vegetation areas, the void areas were filled by grid points with

their coordinates spatially interpolated based on nonvegetation

points. All data were processed using the Point Cloud Library

(Rusu and Cousins, 2011), an open-source, third-party library,

and Cloud Compare software (2022), an efficient open-source

tool. Considering that the vegetation area was quite small, no

further discussion is presented in the Results section of this

work.

STT Extraction and Change Analysis
Three main products were generated in this work. First, the

STTs were extracted and quantified from the point cloud data.

Then, the deposition rate was calculated. After that, the STT

curves in the cross-shore direction were calculated from the

quantified STTs in image space.

The point cloud data were first converted into Point Cloud

Data (PCD) format files (a standard format supported by Cloud

Compare software). Then, each PCD file was clipped based on

the given rectangle (400 m in the alongshore direction and 240

m in the cross-shore direction) for further study. Next, the

percentages of overlapping area between each clipped PCD

were calculated. With the given threshold value, 80% in this

work, the clipped PCD files were grouped to study the possible

correlation between the deposition rate and cross-intensity

curve.

With the clipped georeferenced PCD files, the STTs were

extracted from these cloud points. The average distance (davg)

of each point in the clipped PCD files with its six neighboring

points was first calculated. Then, a grid (resolution of 0.1 m)

was generated within the extent of each clipped PCD file. The

distance (dnearest) between each grid point and its nearest point

(NP) in PCD files was calculated. Next, dnearest was compared to

the davg of NP as mentioned above. If dnearest was larger than

davg, the current grid point was kept as an STT point. After all

STT points were extracted from the grid, these points were

converted into an image space based on OpenCV Library, with

one pixel representing 0.1 m. After applying the connectivity

analysis algorithm and calculating the smallest circumscribed

rectangle, each STT was finally quantified with its attributes,

as shown in Table 2.

The area intensity value and the intensity curve in the cross-

shore direction were calculated by using Equations (1) and (2)

as follows:

Intensityarea ¼
Pn

k¼0 PVk

n
; if PVk ¼ 255 ð1Þ

fcrossIntensity ¼ f Intensityj

� �
Intensityj ¼

Pn

i¼0
PVij

nj
; if PVij ¼ 255

(
ð2Þ

where, Intensityarea is the area intensity value of one scanning

station; n is the total number of pixels; PVk and PVij stand for

the value of the current pixel; i and j are the column index (in

cross-shore direction) and the row index (in alongshore

direction) of the image, respectively; and nj is the pixel number

of each row.

To show the extraction effect of STTs, six subareas (Figure

4) were selected from the sample areas. A statistical analysis

was completed by classifying the STTs into three types based

on their widths (Table 3). Finally, one region of interest (ROI)

area was selected to present the yearly change process of

STTs.

Statistical Analysis
To study the possible factors in the formation of STTs, several

preliminary statistical analyses were carried out. The charac-

teristics of the intensity curve itself were first researched by

Figure 3. Salt marsh vegetation filtering, with gray points representing the

salt marsh vegetation and the white points representing the tidal flats.

Table 2. The attributes of one STT.

Name Description

Area Area of the STT

Length The minimum bidirectional rectangular length of one STT

Width The minimum bidirectional rectangular width of one STT

Ratio Length to width ratio
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analyzing the correlation between intensity curves and the

distance from the seawall. Then, the deposition rate was

calculated to explore the correlation between it and the

intensity on the STT curves.

The deposition rate curves were generated from clipped PCD

files. Based on the centerlines from the position of the STT

curves, the average topographic curves were first generated.

Then, the deposition rate curves could be calculated by

subtracting the topographic curves in two adjacent years.

The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) has been widely used

to determine the strength and direction of a linear dependence

between paired variables. Normally, the r value of two

variables X¼ (x1, x2,. . ., xn) and Y¼ (y1, y2,. . ., yn) is defined

as follows:

r ¼
P

xi � �xð Þ
P

yi � �yð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
xi � �xð Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
yi � �yð Þ2

q r 2 �1;1½ � ð3Þ

where, �x presents the mean of X and �y stands for the mean of Y.

The positive sign of r illustrates that the variables are directly

related, and the negative sign shows that they are inversely

related. Five strength levels can be reflected according to the

absolute value of r: r ¼ [0, 0.19], very weak; r ¼ [0.20, 0.39],

weak; r ¼ [0.40, 0.59], moderate; r ¼ [0.60, 0.79], strong; r ¼
[0.80, 1.0], very strong (Chen et al., 2021).

RESULTS
The LIDAR data reliability is first presented in this section.

Then, the extraction result of STTs is presented. After that, the

change process of STTs is studied. Finally, the correlation

analysis is presented to study the possible factors that form and

influence the STTs.

LIDAR Data Reliability
The improvement effects of two adjacent LIDAR data points

in both the alongshore direction and cross-shore direction are

presented in Figure 5a and b, respectively. All RMSEs of the

sample lines are within 0.04 m in both directions.

Figure 5c shows the vertical errors between the RTK data of

the ground points and the points from the TLS data. The errors

in 2013 are mainly within 0.1 m, and those in other years are

mainly within 0.05 m. The yearly average deposition rate is

0.157 m/a in this work, which is nearly six times that before

2013, according to previous work (Liu et al., 2010). Considering

this significant topographic change under the influence of the

seawall, the data quality is reliable enough for this work. The

possible reason why the errors in 2013 are greater than those in

other years is that the scanner was set up on the surface of tidal

flats, which may cause a slight posture change during the

scanning process.

STT Extraction Results and Change Process
Figure 6 illustrates the extraction results of STTs from six

sample areas as mentioned previously (Figure 4). The second

row presents the points (blue ones) of STTs, and the first row

presents those (white ones) of tidal flats. The third row shows

the extraction results in the image space with the white pixels

representing the STTs. The effect of extracting the results can

Figure 4. The locations of six sample areas for STT extraction. (a) The original point cloud of six sample areas. (b, c) The near-infrared laser signal is fully

absorbed (black area), and the signaled area is observed on multiple scales. (c) A snapshot from the local Coastal Video System. (d) The point cloud data rendered

from the same field of view of (c).

Table 3. Classification of STTs into three types based on their width.

Type Description

Small The width is smaller than 2 m

Middle The width is between 2 m and 10 m

Big The width is bigger than 10 m
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be directly judged by visual inspection of the overlapping

results in the second row, which can generally reflect the STTs.

Meanwhile, by comparing the extraction results with the

supervised segmentation results of subarea 6, the extraction

accuracy of STT is determined as 97.48%.

The area intensity of the STTs at each scanning station is

shown in Figure 7a. An overall decreasing trend (from 8.73% in

2013 to 3.06% in 2018) is observed from the average curve, with

a slight increase in 2014 (8.85%) and a stabilizing trend in the

last 2 years.

The cross-intensity curves within 240 m from the seawall are

generated from the STT images. Figure 7b illustrates the cross-

intensity spatial distribution maps by interpolating all inten-

sity curves in all positions for each year. The red line in each

map shows the position of the peak value (PPV) on each

intensity curve.

Under natural conditions (in 2013), the intensity of STTs

near the future seawall is stronger than those far away from

the seawall. However, the intensity map in 2014 presents the

opposite state. The PPVs move far away from the seawall with

an average moving distance of 183 m. In 2016, after 2 years of

the seawall influence, the PPVs retreat back to the seawall

with an average distance of 185 m. In the last 2 years, a slight

moving trend is observed, with an average moving distance of

11 m in 2017 and 4 m in 2018.

The statistical analysis of the quantified STTs is illustrated

in Figure 7c. These STTs are classified into three types (small,

middle, and large) according to Table 2. Each symbol point

(Figure 7c) represents the area proportion of those three types

of STTs in one scanning position. In 2013, the proportion points

of STTs were mainly in the center triangle (50%) and the

bottom left triangle (35.7% big-type points). Less than 14.3% of

the points are located at the top triangle (middle-type points).

In 2014, the points were concentrated on the bottom left

triangle (71.4%), leaving 35.7% points in the center triangle. In

2016, 28.6% of the scanning areas were dominated by small-

Figure 5. The data quality of LIDAR data. (a,b) The errors of all sample lines. (c) The errors between the RTK data of ground points and the points interpolated

from LIDAR data.

Figure 6. The original point cloud (first row), the extraction results (gray points) overlaid on the original data (white points) (second row), and the OpenCV

extraction results (third row).
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type points, and 57.1% of the scanning areas were occupied by

middle-type STTs, leaving only 14.3% of the points in both the

bottom left triangle and the center triangle. In 2017, the

percentage of small-type points increased to 42.9%. In addition,

the percentage of large-type points increased slightly to 21.4%.

The percentage of middle-type points dropped to 35.7%. In

2018, the small-type points (57.1%) were dominant, with 21.4%

middle-type points. No large-type points were found in 2018.

ROI Change Analysis
One ROI was selected to present the STT change process.

STT images, together with corresponding intensity curves,

topographic profiles, and size statistics results, are studied in

this section.

In the ROI, the area intensity tends to weaken yearly, as

observed from images (Figure 8a–e) and cross-intensity curves

(Figure 8f–j). The average value of the area intensity first

slightly decreased from 9.8% (in 2013) to 9.1% (in 2014) and

then declined continuously to 4.7% (in 2018). Meanwhile, the

proportion of STTs of different sizes changed obviously in both

the images and ternary plot (Figure 8k). In 2013 (under natural

conditions), the proportion of STTs in the three types was

relatively balanced (black circle in the middle area of the

ternary plot). In 2014, large STTs were dominant, and few

STTs were located in the area near the seawall (Figure 8b). In

the following 2 years, middle-sized STTs were dominant.

Subsequently, small STTs were dominant in 2018.

The cross-intensity fitting curves (the red lines) and the

topography profiles (the black lines) are shown in Figure 8f–j. A

concave curve of topography formed in 2014 after completion of

the seawall. The PPV moves from 0 m (intensity value is 0.23)

to 210 m (0.20). Meanwhile, the intensity within 70 m

approaches 0. The slope of the topographical profile ranges

between 1.53% and 0.59% within the same distance to the

seawall. As the distance increases from 70 m to farther away,

the intensity increases continuously. The slope of the corre-

sponding profile changes slightly at first and then tends to be

stable. In the following 3 years, the PPV first retreats to 82 m,

then moves to 110 m and retreats slightly to 100 m. Meanwhile,

the tidal flats maintain sediment vertically with no obvious

shape changes in the corresponding profiles.

Correlations Analysis
To study the possible relation between the STT and other

indicators (distance in the cross-shore direction and deposition

rate), two correlation analyses were carried out.

The correlation analysis between the intensity on the STT

curves and the corresponding distance in the cross-shore

direction is shown in Figure 9a. Each STT curve is first divided

into two parts (left and right) based on its PPV. A few curves

with their PPVs near the seawall or too far from the seawall

(smaller than 10 m or larger than 230 m in this work) were

considered as one part. A total of 94.25% of the parts show a

‘‘very strong’’ correlation between the intensity on the curves

Figure 7. The whole intensity cluster, with each point representing the intensity of a single scanning station. (a) The cross-intensity contour plots and the

statistical results of STTs of different sizes. (b) The x-axis (lower side) represents the area ratio within a width of 2 m, the y-axis (right side) represents the area

ratio of the width of 2–10 m, and the z-axis represents the area ratio of the width of 10 m or more; 13–18 y are displayed in sequence. (c) The statistical result of the

quantified STTs all five years. Each symbol point in one Ternary Plot represents the area proportion of all three types of STTs in one scanning position, with 13–18

y displayed in sequence.
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and their distance from the seawall. The remaining parts also

show a ‘‘strong’’ correlation, with the sig value quite close to

0.8.

The correlation between the intensity on the STT curves and

the deposition rate curve was analyzed, as shown in Figure 9b.

Only 15% of the values are ‘‘very strong,’’ and 10% are

‘‘strong.’’ Other 75% values show that the correlation is lower

than ‘‘strong.’’

DISCUSSION
In this section, the features of STT curves are first discussed,

followed by a discussion of the change pattern of STTs. Then,

the possible correlation between the STT and other indicators

(deposition and hydrodynamic force) is discussed. Finally, the

future potential of STT is discussed.

The Feature of STT
A surface tidal trace in this work is the nondata area in the

scanning zone from TLS data. Because the surface moisture or

water content of an STT is higher than its local surrounding

area, the near-infrared laser would be completely absorbed or

specularly reflected. The shape and size of STTs are different

from each other (Figure 6). As two-dimensional indicators,

their sizes range from centimeters to several ten meters, with

shapes varying from block to strip.

Figure 8. Trail change in ROI over 5 y. (a–e) The STTs (white pixels) in images. (f–j) The intensity on STT curves, the intensity fit curves, and the topographic

profiles (black lines). (k) The proportion of STTs in different sizes.

Figure 9. The value of the correlation analyses. (a) The correlation value between intensity on STTs curves and their distance from the seawall. (b) The

correlation value between intensity on STTs curves and their deposition rate on topographic profiles.
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A cross-intensity curve presents the spatial distribution of

intensity in the cross-shore direction. Taking the intensity

peak position as the dividing point, both sides of one curve show

monotonicity (several intensity curves have only one side).

More specifically, the left side (close to the seawall) increases

monotonically, and the right side (far from the seawall)

decreases monotonically.

STT Change Pattern
The area intensity declines yearly, with a slight increase in

2014. Both the curve of the area intensity (Figure 7a) and the

cross-intensity spatial distribution maps (Figure 7b) illustrate

a significant yearly declining trend. Meanwhile, the propor-

tions of STTs in different sizes trend from large-size–dominat-

ed to small-size–dominated. These changes reveal two possible

reasons. First, the surface of tidal flats tends to have increasing

difficulty forming STTs. Second, the forces acting on the

surface of tidal flats become weak.

Two correlation analyses were carried out to study the

factors that cause these reasons. The intensity on the STT

curves and corresponding deposition rate show no obvious

relation (75% lower than strong). This analysis result reveals

that the deposition rate does not directly influence the change

process of STTs but should be highly correlated with the

softness of the tidal surface. Meanwhile, despite the lack of

hydrodynamic data in this work, it should be one of the main

factors in forming STTs, which is supported by the shifting of

the PPVs.

A PPV on one STT curve stands for a threshold value. This

value is influenced by the softness of the tidal surface and

hydrodynamic force. The position shift of the PPV illustrates the

spatial changes of these two indicators in the cross-shore

direction. Under natural conditions (in 2013), the PPV is

concentrated near the future seawall (started and completed in

2014). The intensity curve of the STT decreases continuously in

the cross-shore direction. However, the hydrodynamic force

increases monotonically. One possible reason is that the surface

of the tidal flat near the future seawall is softer than the area far

away due to its faster deposition rate (Liu et al., 2010). After

that, the PPV moved out far away after the seawall was

completed in 2014. The hydrodynamic force weakened by the

seawall should mainly contribute to this change. Previous work

carried out in the tidal flats of Jiangsu Province (in SE China)

found the distance effect of the seawall on the hydrodynamic

force (Chen, 1991). In the cross-shore direction, the seawall

significantly weakens the hydrodynamic force within a certain

distance. Within this distance, the influence decreases as the

distance increases. In the following years, with the continuous

deposition process, the decrease in hydroperiod diminishes the

influence of the seawall on the hydrodynamic force. Thus, the

decreased influence of distance makes the PPVs move back near

the seawall and tend to be stable in the last 2 years.

This changing pattern is illustrated more clearly in the ROI.

The position shift in the peak value of the cross-intensity

curves in the cross-shore direction shows a strong correlation

with the distance from the seawall.

Potential and Future Study of STT
The area intensity is the ratio between the area of the STTs

and that of the scanning zone. This indicator should be

positively related to the softness of the tidal surface and the

hydrodynamic strength. The formation of the STT is related to

the softness of the tidal flat surface and the strength of the

hydrodynamic force. The softness should be related to the

deposition rate and the hydroperiod. The analysis carried out

in this work has provided several preliminary lines of evidence.

In this work, the STTs were simply classified into three

types. Meanwhile, the shape of STTs was not studied and

should be further analyzed with corresponding hydrodynamic

data, such as speed and direction. For further study, it is

necessary to monitor detailed hydrodynamic force data to

further study and analyze the formation mechanism of STTs

and the corresponding mathematical model. The change

process of STTs should be studied on smaller time scales to

further understand the formation mechanism of STTs.

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, near-infrared TLS was applied to monitor the

yearly change in STTs in a bare tidal flat. A seawall that was

constructed and completed in the second year of this monitor-

ing period offered a good opportunity to study the features and

change patterns under the condition of hydrodynamic force

influence.

After the extraction of STTs from TLS data, the area

intensity of each scanning station, the size of each STT, the

cross-shore intensity curves, and the PPVs of these curves were

calculated and generated. The yearly change in area intensity

and size change of STTs was first reviewed, followed by an

analysis of PPV change. The results illustrate that the area

intensity of STTs tends to be weakened and their sizes tend to

be small. The yearly moving process of PPVs reveals the strong

correlation between STTs and the hydrodynamic force in the

cross-shore direction. However, in this work, no direct

correlation was found between the STTs and the deposition

rate or hydroperiod.

STTs have shown their potential as a novel indicator to study

the intertidal zone in this work. For future research,

establishing the direct quantitative relationships among

hydrodynamic forces, topography, and STTs at multiple scales

(e.g., yearly monthly or even daily) could be helpful to further

understand this indicator. The preliminary analysis of STTs in

this work may fill in the knowledge gaps in this field. However,

more aspects of STTs should be further studied, such as the

morphology of STTs. The shape of STTs from subarea-3 (Figure

6) illustrates a clear channel system on a small scale, which

shows the similar morphology of the tidal creek system on a

large scale. Continuously monitoring STTs may also contribute

to studying the development of a tidal creek system from the

very beginning.
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